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Mobile Units are unsafe in a world that requires lockdown drills. Enough said...

Eliminate the training at all schools. It is slow and solution, but necessary burn, waste of money.

Get our kids out of THE MOBILES - build us a wing!

Capital Planning - Christiansburg Feasibility Study

On June 7, 2016, the superintendent presented his recommendations for construction projects.

On February 9, 2016, the school board hosted a public input meeting regarding the Christiansburg area. A presentation was provided by the facilities department and was collected about the various considerations for elementary schools in Christiansburg. The elementary building meeting will be held on February 25. A high school feasibility meeting in May.

On November 4, 2014, the school board heard a presentation regarding the Christiansburg Strand Feasibility Study. As it affects secondary schools, the board gathered input for capital improvement, specifically at schools in Christiansburg.
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